BME-AUDI Hungaria Cooperative Research Center

The cooperation BME_AUDI K3 Hungaria Motor Ltd. (AHM) has been developing since 2002. The original objective was to practically utilize the industrial project results from engine research in university training and PhD courses as well as mutually exchange experience and know-how, coordination of research and organization of training programs.

To improve and simplify cooperation efficiency, and integrate it into the structure of BME, the Cooperative Research Center was established as the legal successor of the former institute in January 2010. BME-AUDI K3 has been formed between the university and AHM for covering technological as well as R+D and expert needs, allowing optimum use of the scientific potential available at the university. The cooperating departments are from the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Informatics, Faculty of Economic and Social Sciences, and the Faculty of Transportation Engineering.

Website: [www.bme-audi-k3.hu](http://www.bme-audi-k3.hu)
Contact: Dr. Ákos Bereczky, Director
bme-audik3@mail.bme.hu